MODELING
Thomas B. Howard
TBHWritingPencil.com/modeling
NY, NY, 10020- (516) 724-0596 -ThomasBHoward@tbhwritingpencil.com
Editorial Model
Overview:
Adaptive model with 2 years of experience. Natural traits such as unusually long red hair and a wiry yet
nourished physique offer clients both commercial and distinctive subjects. Participation in fine art
photography to runway proves diversely fruitful.
Measurements and physical features:
Age: 21
Height: 5’10 / 178cm
Weight: 120 lbs / 52 kg
Neck: 14″
Chest: 38″
Waist: 28″
Sleeve: 31″
Inseam: 31″
Shoe: US 13
Eyes: Hazel-brown, wide set
Hair: Deep red, long
Genre:
Art | Editorial | Erotic | Fashion | Hair/Makeup | Pinup | Promotional | Runway | Swimwear | Underwear
Key Attributes:
Exemplary communication skills.
Professional artist; technical knowledge of visual principles.
Musician; vocal and instrumental skillsets, stage presence.
Knowledge of makeup application, fashion & style.
Sound walking posture.
Cooperative; keen adherence to direction.
Creative; lyrical when needed.
Athletic; flexible and strong.
Professional Experience:
Reference for the visual art of Sanford Drob
Plitzs Fashion Marketing 2017 Fashion Model of the Year Contest, finalist
Runway Ready show by Couture Models NY and Marvelous Life Entertainment
Couture Models NY
Brand Promotion for Elizabeth Brown, Fashion Film
Goal:

To facilitate relationships between quality brands and clients, help fine artists achieve their unique vision,
and introduce a novel, multidisciplinary approach to the industry of modeling.
Education & Qualifications:
Professional Visual Artist.
Studied classical music & vocal technique.
Collaborations with multiple fine art photographers.
Clothing line promotion.
Runway training course.
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“I was very fortunate to work with Thomas. Incredibly lean & strong, Thomas has this incredible mane of red
hair — this is all paired alongside great energy, focus & impressive flexibility make for a perfect model…a model
I look forward to working with over & over again!”
“This was a shoot I was really looking forward to do. Thomas is an amazing artist with a clear mind about what
he wants and how to get it.”
“I really enjoyed working with you and I’m very pleased with the results!”
Portfolio at TBHWritingPencil.com/modeling

